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The Pentagon regularly trains on how to bomb and invade
countries.
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The public almost always initially supports as war. Humanitarian
reasons to go to war are given, such as removing weapons of mass
destruction from Iraq. Often in the build up to war the public’s
feelings of anger, fear, and patriotism rise.
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However, wars drag on. The war in Libya has already lasted
much longer than expected. The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
are ongoing after ten years.
 Invasions spark resistance.
 Occupiers don’t speak the language or understand the culture.
 The killing of war unleashes hatreds.
 Fighting goes on trying to reach victory or an acceptable
resolution, which proves elusive.
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Very often wars don’t end the way war advocates expected. In Iraq
and Afghanistan the wars will end with the opposite result that the
US government expected. In Iraq the government of Iraq will be
allied with and supportive of Iran. In Afghanistan, the Taliban are
likely to be part of the government, if not the leaders.
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Will the public learn the lesson that
wars are easier to start than to end?
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The Vigil for Peace was initiated by the Albany Friends Meeting and Peace Action.
Find out how you can work for peace. Call 518-595-9324
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